m(fii+N))-so that s0= (m(fii+N) -m(fii))/N-and call (11) M.-»(W** + ■ ■ ■ + p^+N.-mw.+mW0 = 0 the characteristic equation. Thus (11) has one root h, which relates to the considered particular solution. Substitutions (4) and (5) convert (1) to a differential equation for vv(z) in which the analogue of (11) has roots (hi -hv), ■ ■ ■ , (hN -hv) if hi, • • • , hn are the roots of (11). For definiteness, let m of (4) be the least positive integer making (mso) an integer or 0. Then the af,"'s of (3) and later equations are defined as the product of a gamma function and the solution of a difference equation of Poincare type (reference of footnote 6, chap. XVII), and the characteristic equation for this difference equation has (hi -hv)-Vm<-"o+l), ■ ■ ■ , (hN-hr)-llm(-s"+1'> as its roots. The a",/s are a particular solution for which lim,,..,,, (a,,M+OT(80+i)/a»iM) is one of (hi -hv)~l, • • • , or (hn -hv)~l, if it exists-we conjecture that this limit is one value among those of (hi -hv)~l, ■ • ■ , and (hx -h,)-1 having the largest modulus. If a represents the argument of this limit we have, as a final result, that the convergence in Theorem 1 necessitates the additional restriction on arg w: 
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